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Change Week % Change 
Week

% Change 
YTD

%Change 
1 Year

Trailing 
P/E 

-1,329.29 -4.13% -15.18% -11.31% 16.3

-194.03 -4.77% -18.73% -13.42% 18.8

-663.90 -5.48% -26.82% -24.59% 22.1

-387.46 -1.96% -8.66% -5.90% 12.6

Dow Jones Euro Stoxx 50 3,500.41 -282.69 -7.47% -18.57% -16.05% 12.5

FTSE 100 (UK) 7,236.68 -114.39 -1.56% -2.00% 2.98% 10.2

DAX (Germany) 12,741.26 -346.95 -2.65% -19.79% -18.60% 12.9

Nikkei 225 (Japan) 27,567.65 -647.10 -2.29% -4.25% -9.09% 15.2

Hang Seng (Hong Kong) 18,761.69 -600.56 -3.10% -19.81% -23.94% 9.1

Shanghai Composite (China) 3,126.40 -135.66 -4.16% -14.10% -13.33% 12.0

MSCI World 2,568.79 -114.11 -4.25% -20.51% -17.73% 16.7

MSCI EAFE -51.64 -2.81% -23.50% -24.47% 12.7

Change Week % Change 
Week

% Change 
YTD

%Change 
1 Year

Trailing 
P/E 

-6.64 -2.64% -10.46% -7.24% 20.4

-14.18 -1.75% 4.63% 10.05% 18.9

0.64 0.27% 43.44% 76.90% 7.1

-4.38 -1.20% -10.28% -4.66% 10.4

-0.66 -2.75% -49.15% -61.10% N/A

-11.36 -2.95% -1.93% -0.21% 26.6

-5.79 -4.34% -39.82% -46.85% 32.9

-13.03 -4.22% -9.94% -3.95% 10.3

-9.22 -2.91% -22.70% -19.25% 7.0

-1.74 -0.95% -7.22% -5.85% 18.6

-5.33 -1.49% 2.84% 4.18% 28.3

Change Week % Change 
Week

% Change 
YTD

%Change 
1 Year

NBF 
2022E

-22.28 -20.70% 13.47% 17.53% $100.00

1.59 25.58% 109.41% 46.41% $6.00

-155.50 -8.51% -8.56% -4.76% $1,843

Copper futures (US$/Pound) -0.20 -5.27% -20.04% -16.75% $3.60

Curr. Net 
Change

% Change 
Week

% Change 
YTD

%Change 
1 Year

NBF 
Q4/22e

-0.0219 -2.82% -4.78% -4.41% 0.78

-0.0542 -5.14% -11.93% -14.89% 1.01

-0.0839 -6.84% -15.57% -17.15% 1.18

7.76 5.74% 24.20% 30.29% 140
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THE WEEK IN NUMBERS 
(September 12th – September 16th) 

Canadian Key Rate Last Change 1 
month bps Last Change 1 

month bps
CDA o/n 2.50% 1.0 CDA 5 year 3.34% 45.0

CDA Prime 4.70% 1.0 CDA 10 year 3.13% 38.0

CDA 3 month T-Bill 3.55% 70.0 CDA 20 year 3.16% 28.9

CDA 6 month T-Bill 3.80% 50.0 CDA 30 year 3.06% 22.1

CDA 1 Year 4.01% 49.0 5YR Sovereign CDS 39.02

CDA 2 year 3.84% 51.4 10YR Sovereign CDS 40.12

US Key Rate Last Change 1 
month bps Last Change 1 

month bps
US FED Funds 2.25-2.50% 0.75 US 5 year 3.63% 66.9

US Prime 5.50% 0.75 US 10 year 3.42% 60.0

US 3 month T-Bill 3.18% 51.9 US 30 year 3.48% 36.2

US 6 month T-Bill 3.81% 69.3 5YR Sovereign CDS 22.5

US 1 Year 4.01% 74.4 10YR Sovereign CDS 30.48

US 2 year 3.89% 63.7

Change Week Change 
Y-T-D

0.50% -11.50%

-0.19% -4.75%

0.10% -10.58%

1.81% -20.09%FTSE Long Term Bond Index

CANADIAN BOND - TOTAL RETURN

FTSE Universe Bond Index

FTSE Short Term Bond Index

FTSE Mid Term Bond Index
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WEEKLY ECONOMIC WATCH  
 
CANADA - On a seasonally adjusted basis, home sales fell 1.0% from July to August, dipping 
14.4% below their 10-year average. This was the sixth consecutive decline for this indicator, which 
brought the cumulative drop in sales from February to August to 32.5%. Declines were observed in 
every province save Ontario, owing notably to a rebound in sales in the GTA. We expect the current 
moderation in sales to continue going forward as the Bank of Canada continues to lift its overnight rate 
in restrictive territory. The rapid rise in interest rates by the central bank is certainly limiting the 
purchasing capacity of households and also having a psychological effect on buyers waiting to see at 
what level rates will stabilize before making their move. 

 
Rising interest rates and the slowdown in the market did not prompt an influx of sellers for the time 
being. On the contrary, new listings declined 5.4% from July to August. Overall, the number of months 
of inventory rose from 3.4 to 3.5 in August, the highest level since May 2020. Based on the active-
listings-to-sales ratio, market conditions loosened in the country and now indicate a balanced market. 
This was the case in six of the ten provinces: British Columbia, Alberta, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, 
Ontario, and Prince Edward Island. A seller’s market prevailed in the others primarily on account of a 
lack of supply.  

 
Year over year, home sales were down 24.7% from the second strongest month of August in history 
last year. Sales were down in every province over 12 months, with the sharpest decline registered in 
British Columbia (-40.0%) and the bluntest, in Saskatchewan (-2.2%). Cumulative sales in the first eight 
months of 2022 were down 20.7% compared with the same period in 2021.  

Housing starts declined 7.7K in August to 267.4K (seasonally adjusted and annualized), a second 
decline in three months. The drawback was roughly in line with consensus expectations calling for a 
266.5K print, and brought housing starts to their lowest level since April 2022. Urban starts decreased (-
7.4K to 246.8K) with losses in the multi segment (-8.2K to 187.6K) that could not be offset by only a 
slight uptick in the single segment (+0.8K to 59.2K). Rural starts also slipped during the month (-0.3K to 
20.7K). At the provincial level, decreases in Alberta (-8.7K to 33.6K) and Québec (-2.7K to 57.9K) were 
only partially offset by increases in Ontario (+3.8K to 100.6K), Saskatchewan (+2.0K to 5.6K) and 
British Columbia (+0.4K to 49.5K). All told, housing starts remained well above their historical average  
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despite still increasing interest rates. Given the deterioration in affordability and the weakness in the 
resale market, we expect starts to moderate to around 200K in 2023, the level we deem consistent 
with household formation. 

Manufacturing sales fell for the third consecutive month in July, declining 0.9% to $71.6 billion, in 
line with consensus expectations. This was down from the highest level on record reached in April 
2022 but still 26.8% above the pre-pandemic mark. The previous month's result, meanwhile, was 
revised upward from $71.8 billion to $72.3 billion. Of the 21 industries covered, 12 saw decreases in 
the month, with the steepest declines in clothing manufacturing (-24.6%), leather and allied product (-
13.9%), furniture and related product (-11.2%) and primary metal manufacturing (-9.9%). Sales of 
paper manufacturing (+8.1%), transportation equipment (+3.8%), and computer and electronic 
product (+3.2%), meanwhile, recorded increases. At the provincial level, a slim gain in Ontario 
(+0.2%) was more than offset by drops in Québec (-3.4%), Alberta (-2.6%), and British Columbia (-
0.3%). This month's decline was due to lower prices. Indeed, while nominal sales fell, real sales were 
up 0.6%. Meanwhile, real inventories posted an even larger increase (+1.8%). As a result, the real 
inventory-to-sales ratio rose from 1.63 to 1.65, the highest level in ten months and topping pre-
pandemic levels. The capacity utilization rate (not seasonally adjusted) of all manufacturing sectors 
sank from 79.6% in June to 76.9% in July. Of the 21 industries covered, 18 saw losses. 

 
The drop in manufacturing sales was largely due to a decrease in primary metal manufacturing, 
which recorded its largest one-month drop on record outside of a recession on declines in all 
subcategories. Part of the decrease in this industry was due to lower prices, but real shipments were 
down as well (-5.1%) owing to “unplanned interruptions at some major primary metal manufacturers”, 
according to Statistics Canada. 

 
Losses were not limited to primary metals, as nominal shipments excluding this category would still 
have dipped 0.1%. The petroleum and coal product industry also accounted for a large part of the 
decline in manufacturing shipments as nominal sales in this industry fell 5.3% owing to the first price 
drop since December 2021. In real terms, shipments in this category were up 5.9%. In July, unfilled 
orders for the manufacturing sector as a whole were unchanged while new orders declined 5.3% 
mainly on account of lower orders in two industries, namely, aerospace products and parts and motor 
vehicles. While sales volumes have continued to perform well in recent months, persistent 
geopolitical risks and the global economic slowdown represent headwinds for the manufacturing 
sector. 
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After advancing 0.2% to an all-time high in June, nominal wholesale trade declined 0.6% in July to 
C$80.2 billion. Sales were down in five of the seven subsectors surveyed, namely, 
personal/household goods (-2.6%) and building material (-1.7%). The former experienced lower 
sales in the clothing/footwear and home entertainment /household appliances industries, while the 
latter saw lower sales of lumber/millwork/hardware and other building supplies. These decreases 
were partially offset by a 1.6% increase in the machinery/equipment and supplies segment. 
Wholesale inventories expanded 1.2% in July to an unprecedented C$121.5 billion. All subsectors 
save farm products reported larger inventories. As a result, the inventory-to-sales ratio increased 
from 1.49 to 1.51. Without autos, it climbed from 1.57 to 1.59. These were the highest levels ever 
recorded outside of the pandemic period.  

 
Looking at the data in volume terms, total wholesale trade cooled 1.0% in July.  

UNITED STATES - In August, the Consumer Price Index belied consensus expectations 
by ticking up instead of down. This came after a flat print the prior month. Prices in the energy 
segment fell 5.0% on declines for gasoline (-10.6%) and fuel oil (-5.9%), but these were partially 
offset by an increase for utility gas services (+3.5%). The cost of food, meanwhile, sprang 0.8% as 
it did in July when it recorded one of the strongest progressions of the past 30 years. The core CPI, 
which excludes food and energy, rose 0.6%, three ticks more than the median economist forecast 
of 0.3%. 

 
Prices for ex-energy services advanced 0.6% on gains for medical services (+0.8%), shelter 
(+0.7%), and transportation services (+0.5%). The price of motor vehicle insurance, meanwhile, 
continued to advance at a brisk clip (+1.3%). The cost of core goods, for its part, progressed 0.5%. 
Prices were up a further 0.8% for new vehicles, 0.2% for medical care commodities, and 0.2% for 
apparel, but sagged 0.1% for used vehicles.  

Year on year, headline inflation clocked in at 8.3%, down from the prior month’s reading of 8.5% 
but above consensus expectations calling for 8.1%. The 12-month core measure climbed to 6.3%, 
two ticks below the March peak. 
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After finally showing some signs of moderation the prior month, the CPI for August was hotter than 
expected. Energy prices declined for a second consecutive month along with other goods such as 
plane tickets and used cars. However, food prices continued their progression, albeit at the slowest 
pace since December 2021. Year over year, they increased 11.4%, the most since 1979. On the 
services side, the report showed more price gains, led by the shelter component (+6.2%, the most 
since 1982). This remains concerning in that inflation in the services category tends to be stickier.  

 
In light of this week’s report, the FOMC should opt for additional tightening (75 bps in September 
and 50 more in October) even though the repercussions of prior hikes have yet to be fully 
absorbed. The Fed is willing to inflict some economic pain to achieve its inflation objectives, 
something Fed Chair Jerome Powell made clear during his Jackson Hole speech in late August. 
Taking some of the vigour out of the labour market could help cool wage pressures, one of the big 
drivers of services inflation. That said, attempting a soft landing at a time where growth in the 
United States has been negative for two consecutive quarters and a rebound in the third quarter is 
unlikely to be impressive is certainly a tough play. Although the August CPI report was stronger 
than initially predicted, there are signs that inflationary pressures are easing. Pump prices have 
continued to decline, and international transportation costs are falling. Chinese inflation data in the 
form of CPI and PPI were indicative of much lower price pressures and should be reflected in 
future goods pricing. Although shutdowns in China are a risk for supply chains, retailers have 
amassed sizeable inventories that could alleviate disruptions. Lastly, the trade-weighted USD is 
near all-time highs, which should help with import-price inflation. All told, our view is that inflation 
will continue to edge down in the coming months, but we remain wary of certain categories where 
inflation could prove stickier and more persistent. 

Retail sales rose 0.3% in August instead of declining 0.1% as per consensus expectations. The 
previous month’s print, however, was revised from flat to -0.4%. Sales of motor vehicles and parts 
contributed positively to the headline print, surging 2.8%. Without autos, retail outlays pulled back a 
below-consensus -0.3% as declines for gasoline stations (-4.2%), furniture (-1.3%), non-store 
retailers (-0.7%), and health/personal care (-0.6%) more than offset increases for miscellaneous 
items (+1.6%), building materials (+1.1%), eating/drinking (+1.1%), and food/beverages (+0.5%), 
among others. In the end, sales were up in 8 of the 13 categories surveyed. Core sales (i.e., sales 
excluding food services, auto dealers, building materials, and gasoline stations), which are used to 
calculate GDP, were unchanged in the month. 
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August's increase was largely due to growth in auto sales and was limited by lower spending at 
gasoline stations. The former may have been due to a larger supply of available vehicles while the 
latter certainly reflected lower gasoline prices. Without these two categories, retail sales were up 
0.3% on decently broad gains. Still, this report is not indicative of renewed consumer vigour in 
August. Once adjusted for inflation, spending on goods will most likely be only slightly up or flat (data 
on real retail sales will be published next week). Looking at core sales (which exclude some of the 
more volatile components and which are used to calculate GDP), retail spending was flat in the 
month, the lowest print in several months. Overall, perspectives for the quarter are not too bad and 
household spending may have increased in the third quarter, spurring GDP back to growth at the 
same time. Looking ahead, we remain cautious for consumption. While recent employment gains 
should provide some uplift to retail spending, inflation is outrunning wage increases by far, and this 
lowers purchasing power. Moreover, consumers are facing one of the fastest increases in interest 
costs ever. In addition, there is more tightening on the way in the form of a jumbo hike at the Federal 
Reserve meeting next week. 

Still in August, industrial production fell 0.2% from the all-time high reached in July. Manufacturing 
output expanded 0.1%, limited by a decline in the production of motor vehicles/parts (-1.4%), which 
dipped below its pre-pandemic level. Excluding autos, factory output increased 0.2% on a 1.0% gain 
for machinery. Utilities output shrank 2.3% while production remained unchanged in the mining 
sector despite the fact that oil and gas well drilling sprang 2.7% to move further above its pre-crisis 
level. 

 
Capacity utilization in the industrial sector slid from 80.2% in July to 80.0% in August, which was 
still above the indicator’s historical average. In the manufacturing sector, it remained unchanged at 
79.6%. 

After falling 0.4% in July, the Producer Price Index for final demand slipped 0.1% in August, 
marking a second consecutive drop for this indicator. Goods prices sank 1.2% on a sizeable 
decrease in the energy segment (-6.0%). Food costs, for their part, were unchanged. Prices in the 
services category edged up 0.4%. The core PPI, which excludes food and energy, grew 0.4% on a 
monthly basis, slightly more than the 0.3% increase registered in July. Year over year, the headline 
PPI eased from 9.8% to 8.7%, just a tick less than expected by consensus. Excluding food and 
energy, it slid from 7.7% to 7.3%, which was still above consensus expectations.  
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In July, the Import Price Index (IPI) retraced 1.0% on a monthly basis, less than the median economist 
forecast calling for a 1.3% drop. The headline print was negatively affected by a 7.1% retreat in the 
price of petroleum imports but, even excluding this category, import prices still shed 0.2%, marking a 
fourth decline in a row for this indicator. On a 12-month basis, the headline IPI eased from 8.8% to a 
16-month low of 7.8%. The less volatile ex-petroleum gauge sagged from 4.6% to 4.3%. 

 

 
 

The University of Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index rose from 58.2 in August to a still depressed 
59.5 in September. The increase was due to an improvement in both current and longer-term 
perspectives. The former improved from 58.6 to 58.9, while the latter climbed from 58.0 to 59.9. Buying 
conditions for houses and homes remained close to multi-year lows, as did the share of survey 
respondents who felt their financial situation had improved over the past 12 months. Twelve-month 
inflation expectations eased once more (from 4.8% to 4.6%), as did the 5/10-year expectations (from 
2.9% to 2.8%). 
 
The NFIB Small Business Optimism Index recorded its second consecutive monthly increase in 
August, edging up 1.9 points to 91.8. This, however, was still well below the index’s historical average. 
 

 
 

The net percentage of firms that expected the economic situation to get better improved significantly 
from -52% to -42% but remained indicative of a gloomy outlook. 
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The net percentage of firms that expected sales to go up improved from a 27-month low of -29% to a 
still low -19%. Flagging prospects did not seem to affect hiring plans too much: 21% of firms said they 
expected to expand payrolls in the coming months, up from 20% in July and comfortably above the 
long-term average for this indicator. Finding good candidates remained extremely difficult as a near-
record 49% of businesses reported not being able to fill one or more vacant positions, unchanged 
from last month. 

.  

To attract qualified workers, 46% of small firms said they had sweetened employee compensation in 
the past 3-6 months, a 2% decline from July but still close to the record struck earlier this year. 
However, with margins squeezed by higher input/financing costs, fewer businesses planned to do the 
same again in the coming months (26%). 

Inflationary pressures were still palpable in the data but seemed to be losing some of their edge. 
Indeed, 53% of businesses indicated they had raised their prices recently and 32% said they intended 
to do so in the next 3-6 months. While still high on a historical basis, both of these percentages were 
down from levels reached earlier this year. Indeed, the proportion of polled firms that identified 
inflation as their most pressing problem eased from 37% to 29%, the lowest share since February 
2022. This suggests that although inflation remains a major problem for small businesses, it has 
started to ease. 

 
The Empire State Manufacturing Index of general business conditions rebounded 29.8 points in 
September. This was the largest monthly improvement registered by this indicator since April 2022 
and left the index at -1.5, above consensus expectations calling for a -12.9 print. Despite this rapid 
increase, the level of the index indicated little change in business conditions in the month.  

After declining in August, both the new orders sub-index (3.7 vs.  29.6 prior month) and the shipments 
sub-index (19.6 vs. -24.1) improved in September. The number of employees tracker improved as well 
(9.7 vs. 7.4), while the average workweek gauge climbed from -13.1 to -0.1, indicating practically no 
change in hours worked. Despite delivery times (1.9 vs. -0.9) increasing, input price trackers 
continued to ease (39.6 vs. 55.5), falling to a 22-month low. Manufacturers once again raised selling 
prices (23.6 vs. 32.7), albeit at a slower pace than in the early months of the year. Business optimism 
for the next six months improved (8.2 vs. 2.1) but remained below its long-term average. Finally, 
capex (17.9 vs. 12.7) and technology spending intentions (13.2 vs. 10.0) both showed a progression. 
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The Philly Fed Manufacturing Business Outlook Index did not paint a more optimistic picture of the 
situation prevailing in the manufacturing sector, as it dropped from 6.2 to -9.9, a result below the 2.3 
print expected by consensus. The indices tracking new orders (-17.6 vs. -5.1 prior month), shipments 
(8.8 vs. 24.8) and number of employees (12.0 vs. 24.1) weakened. Meanwhile, the indicator tracking 
average workweek turned negative (-3.8 vs. 6.1), a first since June 2020. Input (29.8 vs. 43.6) inflation 
continued to ease, while output prices (29.6 vs. 23.3) showed an increase. The index tracking future 
business activity crept up from -10.6 to -3.9, the fourth consecutive negative print for this indicator. 

 
In the week to September 10, initial jobless claims dipped from 218K to 213K. Continued claims, 
meanwhile, edged up from 1,401K to 1,403K. This number remains very low by historical standards, 
which suggests that unemployed workers were finding new jobs quickly. This assumption is supported 
by BLS data that show a downtrend in the median duration of unemployment spells in the United 
States. 

WORLD: The ZEW survey of expectations, which tracks the opinion of experts on the direction of 
the Eurozone’s economy over the next six months, declined for the third consecutive month in 
September, from -54.9 to -60.7, just 3.0 points shy of its lowest level on record. It is worth noting that 
the index has never fallen this low without the Eurozone economy entering a recession. 

 
In China, retail sales in August jumped 5.4% on an annual basis, beating consensus expectations of 
a 3.3% increase. Retail sales excluding autos were up 4.3%. Industrial production also came in 
stronger than expected, at 4.2% compared to 3.8% anticipated by consensus. Still in China, the 
unemployment rate for the month of August eased from 5.4% to 5.3%. The unemployment rate for 
people aged 16 to 24 years old slipped from a record 19.9% to 18.7%.   
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MONTHLY ECONOMIC MONITOR – SEPTEMBER 2022 
 

Highlights 
 

• In the last issue of this monthly letter, we wrote that a global recession could still be avoided if 
inflation were to subside fairly quickly. Since then, developments on the inflation front have been 
rather mixed, with the upturn largely led by a decline in global demand. The slowdown was 
especially marked in the Eurozone, where declines of prices for some items were completely 
eclipsed by an increase of natural gas prices after Russia cut off its deliveries to continental 
Europe via the Nord Stream 1 pipeline. In addition, widespread droughts have limited agricultural 
production and increased the cost of transporting goods. At the same time, the European Central 
Bank raised its key interest rates by 75 basis points, which could further dampen growth and risks 
bringing to the forefront some of the vulnerabilities that had already surfaced during the debt crisis, 
amplifying the effects of a recession that now seems inevitable. Meanwhile, China is stubbornly 
sticking to its zero COVID policy, with repeated closures that will not be without consequences for 
the economy, especially as they come on top of a slowdown in the real estate sector and severe 
droughts in Sichuan. In sum, the drop in some commodity prices that we had hoped for last month 
did not have expected positive effects, as this was largely offset by an increase in general 
uncertainty. As a result, we have lowered our global growth forecast for 2022 from 2.7% to 2.6%. 
Our forecast for 2023 now stands at 2.3%, down from 2.7% in the last issue of this monthly. 

• Speaking at the Jackson Hole Economic Symposium, Fed Chairman Jerome Powell emphasized 
that the central bank's priority is to bring inflation back to target and that it will not shy away from 
keeping policy rates at a restrictive level "for some time" to achieve that. He was also clear about 
the outlook for growth in a tightening monetary policy environment, saying that "reducing inflation 
is likely to require a sustained period of below-trend growth" Indeed, the sectors most sensitive to 
interest rate increases, namely residential real estate and business investment, are already 
showing signs of slowing. We believe that this is not enough to push the economy into recession, 
as these two components represent a relatively small share of domestic demand. Consumption, 
on the other hand, could certainly tip the scales either way. And while the pace of growth in 
household spending has slowed somewhat recently, it is still positive, thanks in part to the excess 
savings accumulated during the COVID crisis and a strong labour market. But this may not be 
enough to keep up the pace of consumption, as wages cannot keep up with inflation. As a result, 
after a modest rebound in Q3, we expect several quarters of below-potential growth for the U.S. 
economy. As a result, our growth forecast for 2022 has been lowered from 2.0% to 1.6%. We have 
also lowered our forecast for 2023 from 1.4% to 0.9%. 

• The Bank of Canada’s message is unequivocal. It intends to take interest rates further into 
restrictive territory next month even though, in our view, there have been encouraging global 
developments on the inflation front, such as a decline of energy prices and transportation costs 
and an attenuation of supply-chain problems. The Bank of Canada is on a slippery slope. Its full-
throttle action together with the lag in transmission of monetary policy leave it insufficient time to 
assess the effect of its actions and adjust as needed. Unfortunately, we will learn only after the fact 
whether it has gone too far. So it is normal for observers to be anxious. One thing is certain: we 
are already seeing a marked slowdown of the economy and the labour market, suggesting to us 
that rates at such levels will not be needed for long (we anticipate easing in the second half of next 
year). Given monetary tightening more pronounced than anticipated, we are lowering our forecast 
of economic growth to 3.2% from 3.5% in 2022 and to 1.1% from 1.5% in 2023. We think the 
Canadian economy can still avoid recession. Its large resource sector enjoys prices that are still 
advantageous, its governments are high-spending and its households have benefited from a 
dynamic labour market and excess savings (Full Text) 
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• We don’t doubt the earnestness of tightening pledges, at least in the near term. Indeed, some of 
the biggest changes to our interest rate outlook—relative to our prior forecast—involve 
incorporating more tightening by both the Fed and the BoC before 2022 is out. We believe the 
Bank of Canada when they tell us rates still have higher to go. That might mean one final hike—of 
the 50 bp variety—in October. And the Fed’s upcoming ‘dot plot’, set to accompany what we 
believe will be another 75 bp hike on September 21st, will imply additional tightening in the final 
quarter of the year. For her part, ECB President Lagarde has flagged another couple hikes (and 
perhaps as many as four) in order to wrestle inflation under control.  

• Given the more elevated endpoint for the hiking cycle (relative to our prior projections), we’ve 
brought forward rate cuts to the second half of the 2023 (Q3 for the Fed and BoC). We see both 
central banks brandishing policy rates with a two-handle by not too far into 2024. While markets 
partially bought into the Fed’s rhetoric about higher rates for longer (evident in bond yields and 
swap rates), their resolve to tighten policy this year had the opposite effect in our mind. The risks 
to market pricing for 2023, in our view are skewed decisively lower, leaving shorter-term bonds 
decidedly attractive.  

• Out the curve, we see downside to interest rates too but think that we’re much closer to a longer-
run equilibrium here. Quantitative tightening, which has received very little focus over recent 
months, will help keep longer-term rates from falling as dramatically. This should set up curve 
steepeners as the trade to put on as we approach the end of these tightening cycles. Could we 
see rates march higher and curves invert further over the coming months? Absolutely, particularly 
if the Fed and BoC don’t back down from their tough talk on hiking rates. It might not yet be time to 
fight the Fed (or the BoC) right now. But before the end of the year, we’ll be positioning ourselves 
for bull steepeners. Central have succumbed to policy mistakes in the past (i.e., overtightening) 
and could be walking straight into one again. 

  
 

Source: NBF ECONOMIC AND STRATEGY GROUP. 
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  U.S. and Canadian News   

 
Monday September 12th, 2022 
- Canada Q2 household debt-to-income ratio widens to 

new record high 
The ratio of Canadian household debt-to-income widened 
to a record 181.7% in the second quarter from an 
downwardly revised 179.3% in the first quarter. National 
net worth rose by 0.2% in the second quarter to $17.65 
trillion, while national net worth increased to $455,401 on 
a per capita basis. 

- Tamarack Valley Energy buying Deltastream for 
$1.43B, plans dividend hike 
Tamarack Valley Energy Ltd. announced it’s buying 
Deltastream Energy Corp. to expand its reach in Alberta’s 
Clearwater oil play. Tamarack said it expects the 
Deltastream assets will produce roughly 23,000 barrels of 
oil equivalent per day next year, and that it plans to hike 
its annual dividend 25 per cent to $0.15 per share from 
$0.12 once the transaction closes.    

Tuesday September 13th, 2022 
- Rents, food drive U.S. consumer prices higher 

The consumer price index gained 0.1% last month after 
being unchanged in July. Economists had forecast the 
CPI dipping 0.1%. In the 12 months through August, the 
CPI increased 8.3%. While that was a deceleration from 
July's 8.5% rise, inflation is running way above the Fed's 
2% target. Excluding the volatile food and energy 
components, the CPI rose 0.6% in August after 
advancing 0.3% in July. Economists had forecast the so-
called core CPI increasing 0.3%. 

- U.S. small business sentiment rises in August, NFIB 
survey shows 
The National Federation of Independent Business (NFIB) 
said its Small Business Optimism Index increased 1.9 
points to 91.8 this month, reversing some of the 
deterioration suffered in the first half of the year. 

- Canada's Trudeau announces C$4.5 billion inflation 
relief package for low earners 
The measures include a tax-free quarterly payment that 
helps individuals and families with low and modest 
incomes offset sales tax, and a C$500 onetime top-up to 
a housing benefit that is provided to low earners who 
need help paying rent. The support package includes 
money previously allocated in the budget and C$3.1 
billion in additional funding. 

Wednesday September 13th, 2022 
- U.S. producer prices post second straight monthly 

decline 
 The producer price index for final demand dipped 0.1% 
last month after slipping 0.4% in July. In the 12 months 
through August, the PPI increased 8.7%. That was the 
weakest year-on-year reading since August 2021 and 
followed a 9.8% increase in July. Excluding the volatile 
food, energy and trade services components, producer 
prices gained 0.2% in August. The core PPI edged up 
0.1% in July. In the 12 months through August, the core 
PPI advanced 5.6% after increasing 5.8% in July. 

- Canada July factory sales drop 0.9% on metals, 
petroleum 
Canadian factory sales fell 0.9% in July from June, mainly 
due to decreases in primary metal industries and 
petroleum and coal products, Statistics Canada said. It was 
the third consecutive monthly decline and in line with 
Statscan's preliminary estimate for the month as well as 
analysts' expectations. 

Thursday September 15th, 2022   
- U.S. retail sales unexpectedly rise in August; weekly 

jobless claims fall 
Retail sales increased 0.3% last month. Data for July was 
revised down to show retail sales falling 0.4% instead of 
being unchanged as previously reported. Economists had 
forecast sales would be unchanged. A separate report from 
the Labor Department showed initial claims for state 
unemployment benefits fell 5,000 to a seasonally adjusted 
213,000 for the week ended Sept. 10, the lowest level 
since the end of May. 

- U.S. import prices fall for second straight month in 
August 
Import prices dropped 1.0% last month after declining 1.5% 
in July. In the 12 months through August, import prices 
increased 7.8% after climbing 8.7% in July. Economists 
had forecast import prices, which exclude tariffs, falling 
1.2% month-on-month.. 

- U.S. business inventories increase, but pace slowing 
Business inventories increased 0.6% after rising 1.4% in 
June. Inventories increased 18.4% on a year-on-year basis 
in July. Retail inventories increased 1.2% in July, instead of 
1.1% as estimated in an advance report published last 
month. That followed a 2.0% increase in June. 

- U.S. manufacturing output ekes out small gain in 
August 
Manufacturing output gained 0.1% last month after 
increasing 0.6% in July. Economists had forecast factory 
production would be unchanged. Output increased 3.3% 
compared to August 2021.  

- Canada home prices edge up on month on Toronto 
strength 
The national average selling price edged up to $637,673 in 
August from $629,971 in July, though prices are 21.9% 
below February's peak. 

Friday September 16th, 2022   
- U.S. consumer sentiment rises in September 

The University of Michigan's preliminary September 
reading on the overall index on consumer sentiment came 
in at 59.5, up from 58.6 in the prior month. Economists had 
forecast a preliminary reading of 60.0 in September. 

- Canada housing starts fall 3% in August 
The seasonally adjusted annualized rate of housing starts 
was 267,443 units in August, down from a revised 275,158 
units in July, Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation 
(CMHC) data showed. Analysts had forecast starts would 
dip to 265,000. 

- Canada Wholesale Transactions Down 0.6% in July 
Wholesale trade slid 0.6% on a seasonally adjusted basis 
in July, to 80.2 billion, Statistics Canada said. Market 
expectations were for a decline of 0.3%. 

Click on title to view the full story. 
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Monday September 12th, 2022 
- Surging prices hit UK economic growth, raise 

recession risk 
With inflation at a 40-year high of more 10%, gross 
domestic product expanded by 0.2% from June, weaker 
than a median forecast of 0.4%. 

- India's Aug retail inflation accelerates as cenbank 
struggles to tame prices 
The annual consumer price index-based inflation rate of 
7.00% in August snapped a three-month downward trend 
and came in above both the 6.9% forecast of economists 
and July's 6.71%. 

- EU eyes levy on fossil fuel firms to help consumers 
survive energy crisis 
Fossil fuel firms may have to share their excess profits to 
help European households and industries cope with red-
hot energy bills, a draft European Union plan showed as 
the cost of the West's "energy war" with Russia took a 
growing toll. 

Tuesday September 13th, 2022 
- German investor morale slips on energy supply fears 

The ZEW economic research institute said its economic 
sentiment index fell to -61.9 points from -55.3 points in 
August. Economists had pointed to a September reading 
of -60.0. 

- Japan's August wholesale inflation hits 9% as price 
rises broaden 
apan's wholesale prices rose 9.0% in August from the 
previous year, matching the annual pace of growth in 
July. The rise in the corporate goods price index (CGPI), 
which measures the price companies charge each other 
for their goods and services, was largely in line with a 
median market forecast for a 8.9% increase.  

Wednesday September 14th, 2022 
- India's August trade deficit widened to $27.98 billion 

India's merchandise exports rose to $33.92 billion from 
$33.38 billion in the same month last year, while imports 
rose to $61.90 billion in August from $45.09 billion last 
year. 

- Japan signals chance of yen intervention; market 
unconvinced 
The Bank of Japan conducted a rate check with banks in 
apparent preparation to step in to tame sharp yen falls, 
providing what analysts said would only be a brief respite 
for the currency, given the low chance of actual yen-
buying intervention. 

- Japan's machinery orders post surprise gains in July 
Core orders, a highly volatile data series regarded as a 
guide to capital spending in the coming six to nine 
months, grew 5.3% in July from the previous month. The 
advance, which was boosted by a number of medium-
sized orders for railway cars, was stronger than a 0.8% 
contraction forecast by economists and followed a 0.9% 
increase in the previous month. 
 
 
 

- U.S. SEC warns against switching auditors to avoid 
Chinese company trading bans 
U.S. accounting firms that agree to lead audits of New York-
listed Chinese and Hong Kong companies looking to avoid 
potential trading bans risk breaching U.S. rules, the U.S. 
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) warned.  

- Euro zone Q2 growth revised up, supported by 
household spending 
The European Union's statistics office Eurostat said gross 
domestic product in the 19 countries using the euro rose by 
0.8% quarter-on-quarter and by 4.1% from a year earlier. In 
mid-August, Eurostat had estimated figures respectively of 
0.6% and 3.9%. 

Thursday September 15th, 2022 
- World Bank sees rising risk of global recession in 2023 

The world may be edging toward a global recession as 
central banks across the world simultaneously hike interest 
rates to combat persistent inflation, the World Bank said. 

- China c.bank pauses monetary easing, partially rolls 
policy loan, keeps rate unchanged 
China's central bank partially rolled over maturing medium-
term policy loans while maintaining the interest rate as 
expected.   

- Brazil's economic activity index beats forecast with 
1.2% growth in July 
The IBC-Br economic activity index, a leading indicator of 
gross domestic product, grew a seasonally adjusted 1.17% 
from June, compared with the median forecast of 
economists for a 0.3% expansion. 

Friday September 16th, 2022 
- Euro zone inflation confirmed at 9.1% as energy, food 

prices surge  
Consumer price inflation in the 19 countries using the euro 
rose 0.6% month-on-month and by 9.1% year-on-year, the 
highest rate since the euro was created in 1999. In its flash 
estimate at the end of August, Eurostat had given a monthly 
change figure of 0.5%. The annual figure of 9.1% was not 
revised. 

- China's economy perks up but dogged by property 
crisis 
Industrial output grew 4.2% in August from a year earlier, 
the fastest pace since March. That beat a 3.8% increase 
expected by analysts and July's 3.8% expansion. Retail 
sales rose 5.4% from a year ago, the quickest in six months 
and also beating forecasts for 3.5% growth and the 2.7% 
gain in July. 

- China's property woes deepen in August as prices, 
sales and investment drop 
New home prices resumed their month-on-month decline in 
August, down 0.3%. Prices were unchanged in June and 
July. Property sales by floor area dropped 22.58% year-on-
year, the sixth month in a row it suffered double-digit falls. 
Sales tumbled 23.0% year-on-year in the January-August 
period.  

- Russian central bank trims key rate to 7.5%, says 
easing could be over soon 
Russia's central bank lowered its key interest rate by 50 
basis points to 7.5%, suggesting that its rate-cutting cycle 
may be close to an end as inflationary expectations rise and 
omitting guidance about studying the need for future cuts. 
  

Click on title to view the full story. 
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LAST CHANGE %CHG
$1.17 $0.18 18.18%
$11.06 $0.87 8.54%
$6.24 $0.46 7.96%
$5.92 $0.30 5.34%
$18.02 $0.74 4.28%
$18.89 $0.74 4.08%
$6.56 $0.24 3.80%
$20.95 $0.75 3.71%
$50.99 $1.81 3.68%
$56.47 $1.97 3.61%

ARC Resources Ltd
Baytex Energy Corp
Topaz Energy Corp
Brookfield Renewable Partners LP
Rogers Communications Inc

MEG Energy Corp

S&P/TSX: LEADERS
New Gold Inc
Nuvista Energy Ltd
Headwater Exploration Inc
Secure Energy Services Inc

LAST CHANGE %CHG
$2.65 -$0.51 -16.14%
$32.94 -$5.24 -13.72%
$8.65 -$1.36 -13.59%
$12.88 -$1.81 -12.32%
$1.67 -$0.23 -12.11%
$4.22 -$0.54 -11.34%
$37.83 -$3.47 -8.40%
$1.58 -$0.14 -8.14%
$22.87 -$2.00 -8.04%
$43.79 -$3.78 -7.95%

Canopy Growth Corp
Lithium Americas Corp
IAMGOLD Corp
Canada Goose Holdings Inc
Methanex Corp

Denison Mines Corp

S&P/TSX: LAGGARDS
Corus Entertainment Inc
Stelco Holdings Inc
Energy Fuels Inc
Dye & Durham Ltd
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LAST CHANGE %CHG
$50.44 $3.20 6.77%
$40.46 $2.37 6.22%
$15.31 $0.71 4.86%
$499.79 $21.29 4.45%
$65.42 $2.64 4.21%
$318.01 $12.31 4.03%
$10.76 $0.36 3.46%
$91.31 $2.62 2.95%
$240.13 $6.56 2.81%
$129.42 $2.98 2.36%

Wynn Resorts Ltd

S&P500: LEADERS
Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd
APA Corp (US)
Norwegian Cruise Line Holdings Ltd
Humana Inc

Enphase Energy Inc
Carnival Corp
Starbucks Corp
Netflix Inc
Allstate Corp  

 
 

 
LAST CHANGE %CHG

$299.50 -$95.28 -24.13%
$161.02 -$48.05 -22.98%
$117.08 -$26.48 -18.45%
$34.15 -$6.66 -16.32%
$200.17 -$37.83 -15.89%
$35.23 -$6.49 -15.56%
$79.13 -$14.52 -15.50%
$118.07 -$21.51 -15.41%
$37.22 -$6.58 -15.02%
$268.06 -$45.45 -14.50%

Generac Holdings Inc

S&P500: LAGGARDS
Adobe Inc
FedEx Corp
Nucor Corp
Westrock Co

International Paper Co
Eastman Chemical Co
Packaging Corp of America
Western Digital Corp
West Pharmaceutical Services Inc  

 
 
  Source: Refinitiv  
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NBF RATINGS & TARGET PRICE CHANGES 
 

Company Symbol Current Rating Previous Rating
Current 
Target

Previous 
Target

Corus Entertainment Inc. CJR.B Sector Perform Outperform C$3.25 C$5.00
Dollarama Inc. DOL Outperform Outperform C$86.00 C$82.00
Empire Company Ltd. EMP.A Outperform Outperform C$40.00 C$42.00
Kiw etinohk Energy Corp. KEC Outperform Outperform C$27.50 C$25.00
Marathon Gold Corporation MOZ Restricted Outperform C$0.00 C$2.50
Medical Facilities Corporation DR Sector Perform Restricted C$11.00 -
Tamarack Valley Energy Ltd. TVE Restricted Outperform - C$8.00
Topaz Energy Corp. TPZ Outperform Restricted C$30.00 -
WildBrain Ltd. WILD Outperform Outperform C$3.50 C$5.00  
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STRATEGIC LIST - WEEKLY UPDATE 
 

(September 12th – September 16th) 
 
Comments 
 
 
 
Consumer Discretionary (Market Weight) 
 
Dollarama Inc. (DOL) 
 
NBF: Q2/F23 EPS was $0.66 vs. NBF/cons. at $0.64; LY was $0.48. Relative to NBF, the EPS beat was due to higher 
sales, a higher gross margin rate, and a lower SG&A rate. Same Store Sales Growth (SSSG) was 13.2% (basket growth 
was -5.8%; transaction growth was 20.2%). Sales were $1,217 mln vs. NBF at $1,192 mln and cons. at $1,187 mln; last 
year was $1,029 mln. The gross margin rate was 43.6% vs. NBF at 43.3%; last year was 43.4%. Management noted a 
transient 70 bps benefit related to lower logistics costs. DOL raised its SSSG outlook for F2023 to 6.5%-7.5% (NBF is 7.6%) 
from 4.0%-5.0%, reflecting strong consumer demand. NBF adjusted its estimates accordingly; F2023 EPS goes to $2.68 
from $2.66 and the F2024 EPS goes to $3.14 from $3.08. NBF holds a positive view on DOL’s shares given its defensive 
growth orientation supported by strong cash flows, a solid balance sheet, and resilient sales performance. Over the medium 
term, NBF believes that Dollarama will be well positioned to grow earnings given anticipated network expansion, favourable 
SSSG and ongoing development of the international business. 
 
Energy (Overweight) 
 
Tourmaline Oil Corp. (TOU) 
 
NBF: Based on strip pricing (and backstop of hedging/marketing; added JKM hedges), the company announced expansion 
to its 2023 cash flow projections (+28%), which on an unchanged capex/production forecast, sees FCF expand by 42%, 
which on the basis of its return parameters (50-75% of FCF), implies potential special dividends of $7 - $10 per share or 9 
-13% prospective cash yield (in addition to its 1% base dividend), which on the basis of a re-rate to historical yield of ~9%, 
implies a potential $100 share price. In the immediate term, with volatile AECO/Stn 2 and infrastructure downtime (some 
planned), the company has reduced its Q3/22 production forecast to 482.5 mboe/d (from 490 mboe/d; -2%), although with 
the delta partially injected into storage. That said, Q4/22 is expected to play catch-up (into seasonal strength of pricing), 
with production of 527.5 mboe/d (+9% Q/Q) to support unchanged average guidance. In support of realizations, the 
company has proactively entered into additional hedges subsequent Q2, taking advantage of strong gas pricing outside 
AECO (as discussed in our recent natural gas industry note), including current JKM (LNG) strip pricing in the order of 
~US$50/mmbtu in 2023, with an estimated 926 mmcf/d of gas production in aggregate being exported by exit 2023e. 
Premium assets exposed to premium pricing continue to drive massive free cash, shareholder returns and value. NBF is 
maintaining its Outperform rating and its $85/sh target. NBF target price is predicated on a valuation methodology that solely 
reflects a cash flow multiple and is correlated to an asset value perspective. For TOU, NBF target price is based on a 2023e 
EV/DACF cash flow multiple of 5.0x (unchanged).  
 
Information Technology (Underweight) 
 
Open Text Corp. (OTEX) 
 
NBF: NBF had the opportunity to host a Q&A lunch with OpenText Management (CEO Mark Barrenechea and CFO Madhu 
Ranganathan) and investors. Not surprisingly, the majority of the Q&A was around the Company’s Micro Focus acquisition. 
No doubt, the obvious question on investors' minds is whether OpenText “diligence-d” the transaction enough to optimize 
the risk-to-return profile. The reality of it all is that regardless of the Company’s successful operating track record with M&A, 
the size of this transaction invariably brings incremental risk. That said, what NBF heard continued to support its analysis 
that this acquisition will drive incremental equity value in the name with continued defensive attributes (recurring revenue / 
cash flow), supported by a record of spirited de-levering post acquisitions. Outperform; US$60 target. 
 
Materials (Overweight) 
 
Agnico Eagle Mines Limited (AEM) 
 
NBF: Agnico Eagle announced it has agreed to subscribe for a 50% interest in Minas de San Nicolas (MSN) which is the 
wholly-owned subsidiary of Teck (TSX: TECK.B, OP, C$52.50 Target), owning the San Nicolas copper-zinc development 
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project in Zacatecas, Mexico for a total consideration of US$580 mln. This transaction will make Agnico Eagle and Teck 
50/50 joint venture partners on the project. This marks the first move for Agnico Eagle to venture into a primary base metal 
development project. Agnico Eagle has recently cited its operating team in Mexico as its most valuable asset in Mexico, but 
its precious metals operations are maturing and the project pipeline (Santa Gertrudis) is generally too small (~125kGEO) 
for a 3.5 Moz producer, in NBF’s view, thus, this move to partner with Teck makes sense as it will utilize the quality in-
country team and gain exposure to a high IRR project. Based on the terms of the deal and the implied valuation from the 
March 2021 PFS, NBF estimates Agnico Eagle is paying 0.42x NAV for its share of the project which compares well to the 
base metal developers under coverage trading at 0.44x. Overall, NBF views this as a good deal for Agnico Eagle.  
 
Teck Resources Limited (TECK.b) 
 
NBF: Teck announced that Agnico Eagle Mines Ltd. (AEM: TSX, $74.00 Target, Outperform) has agreed to subscribe for a 
50% interest in Minas de San Nicolás (MSN; a wholly owned subsidiary of Teck) for US$580 mln. MSN owns the San 
Nicolás copper-zinc development project located in Zacatecas, Mexico. As a result of the transaction, Teck and Agnico will 
become 50/50 joint venture partners at San Nicolás to advance its development. This transaction provides a pathway to 
advance the development of a project that represents free optionality within Teck's portfolio and is one of the reasons, along 
with the strong balance sheet, near-term copper growth outlook and strong FCF generation, Teck remains NBF top pick in 
base metals with an Outperform rating supported by a step-wise improvement in coking coal operations in H2/22 following 
completion of the Neptune terminal expansion. Strong coal prices and completion of QB2 will drive a significant FCF 
inflection point in 2023 and the company's balance sheet remains well-positioned to weather volatile commodity price 
environment without sacrificing near-term growth objectives and continue to support shareholder distributions. TECK/B is 
trading at 1.08x NAV compared to Intermediate Copper peers at 0.81x and 4.5x EV/2023E CF in line with Global Diversified 
Peers at 4.5x. NBF target price is derived from a multiple of 1.2x NAV (50%) + 6.0x EV/2023E CF (50%). 
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Company Symbol  Addition 
Date 

 Addition 
Price  Last Price Yield (%) Beta %  

SPTSX
NBF Sector 

Weight
Communication Services Beta 3 Yr W 5.0 Market Weight
Rogers Communications Inc. RCIb.TO 13-Feb-20  $     65.84  $      56.47 3.6 0.5
Telus Corp. T.TO 19-May-22  $     30.64  $      28.77 4.7 0.6
Consumer Discretionary LAST_PRICEQY_DVD_YLD_ 3.5 Market Weight
Canadian Tire Corporation Ltd. CTCa.TO 18-Nov-21  $   174.10  $    157.76 4.2 1.1
Dollarama Inc. DOL.TO 19-Mar-20  $     38.96  $      76.75 0.3 0.5
Consumer Staples 4.3 Market Weight
Loblaw Companies Ltd. L.TO 25-Mar-21  $     68.50  $    113.80 1.4 0.3
Premium Brands Holdings Corp. PBH.TO 17-Feb-22  $   122.90  $      96.63 2.9 0.7
Energy 18.5 Overweight
Cenovus Energy Inc. CVE.TO 16-Jan-20  $     12.26  $      24.58 1.7 2.3
Enbridge Inc. ENB.TO 21-Jan-15  $     59.87  $      54.42 6.2 0.9
Tourmaline Oil Corp. TOU.TO 13-Aug-20  $     16.68  $      78.86 1.1 1.4
Whitecap Resources Inc. WCP.TO 19-May-22  $     10.27  $        9.24 4.7 2.5
Financials 31.2 Market Weight
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce CM.TO 29-Mar-22  $     78.14  $      63.31 5.2 0.9
Element Fleet  Management Corp EFN.TO 02-Apr-20  $       8.58  $      16.70 1.9 1.2
Fairfax Financial Holdings Ltd. FFH.TO 20-Dec-18  $   585.81  $    649.62 2.0 0.8
iA Financial Corporation Inc. IAG.TO 21-Jul-22  $     64.09  $      73.17 3.7 1.4
Intact Financial Corp. IFC.TO 11-Jun-20  $   130.04  $    202.66 2.0 0.8
Royal Bank of Canada RY.TO 19-Jun-13  $     60.69  $    126.45 4.0 0.8
Health Care 0.4 Market Weight
Industrials 12.7 Market Weight
ATS Automation Tooling Systems Inc. ATA.TO 18-Nov-21  $     48.62  $      38.96 0.0 0.9
WSP Global Inc. WSP.TO 19-May-22  $   142.73  $    161.33 0.9 0.9
Information Technology 5.2 Underweight
Kinaxis Inc. KXS.TO 19-Mar-20  $   100.05  $    136.01 0.0 0.7
Open Text Corp. OTEX.TO 26-Oct-16  $     41.61  $      37.91 3.3 0.9
Materials 11.2 Overweight
Agnico Eagle Mines Ltd. AEM.TO 29-Mar-22  $     75.74  $      55.33 3.8 0.7
Kinross Gold Corp. K.TO 16-Sep-21  $       7.06  $        4.34 3.6 1.1
Teck Resources Ltd. TECKb.TO 01-Nov-17  $     27.15  $      42.57 1.2 1.3
REITs 2.6 Underweight
Canadian Apartment Properties REIT CAR_u.TO 10-Dec-20  $     49.82  $      43.67 3.3 0.8
Summit Industrial Income REIT SMU_u.TO 17-Feb-22  $     21.50  $      18.05 3.2 1.3
Utilities 5.3 Underweight
Capital Power Corp. CPX.TO 22-Aug-19  $     30.90  $      50.42 4.6 1.2
Innergex Renewable Energy Inc. INE.TO 22-Aug-19  $     15.00  $      20.32 3.5 0.8

Source:  Refinitiv (Priced September 9, 2022 after market close)

* R = Restricted Stocks - Stocks placed under restriction while on The NBF Strategic List will remain on the list, but noted as Restricted in accordance with compliance 
requirements  
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S&P/TSX QUARTERLY EARNINGS CALENDAR 
 
 
 
Monday September 19th, 2022 
 
None 
 
 
Tuesday September 20th, 2022 

 
 
Wednesday September 21st, 2022 
 
None 
 
 
Thursday September 22nd, 2022 
 
None 
 
 
Friday September 23rd, 2022 
 
None 
 
 
 
Source: Refinitiv, NBF Research 
*Companies of the S&P/TSX index expected to report. Stocks from the Strategic List are in Bold. 
 

COMPANY* SYMBOL TIME EPS ESTIMATE 
Aurora Cannabis Inc ACB AMC -0.18 
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S&P500 INDEX QUARTERLY EARNINGS CALENDAR 
 
 
 
Monday September 19th, 2022 

 
 
Tuesday September 20th, 2022 
 
None 
 
 
Wednesday September 21st, 2022 

 
 
Thursday September 22nd, 2022 

 
 
Friday September 23rd, 2022 
 
None 
 
 
 
Source: Refinitiv, NBF Research 
* Companies of the S&P500 index expected to report.  

 
 
 

COMPANY* SYMBOL TIME EPS ESTIMATE 
Autozone Inc AZO BMO 38.39 

COMPANY* SYMBOL TIME EPS ESTIMATE 
General Mills Inc GIS BMO 1.00 
Lennar Corp LEN AMC 4.90 

COMPANY* SYMBOL TIME EPS ESTIMATE 
Accenture PLC ACN BMO 2.57 
Costco Wholesale Corp COST 16:15 4.16 
Darden Restaurants Inc DRI BMO 1.56 
Factset Research Systems Inc FDS BMO 3.20 
FedEx Corp FDX AMC 5.14 
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Disclosures 
 
The particulars contained herein were obtained from sources which we believe to be reliable but are not 
guaranteed by us and may be incomplete and may be subject to change without notice.  The information is 
current as of the date of this document. Neither the author nor NBF assumes any obligation to update the 
information or advise on further developments relating to the topics or securities discussed. The opinions 
expressed are based upon the author(s) analysis and interpretation of these particulars and are not to be 
construed as a solicitation or offer to buy or sell the securities mentioned herein, and nothing in this document 
constitutes a representation that any investment strategy or recommendation contained herein is suitable or 
appropriate to a recipient’s individual circumstances. In all cases, investors should conduct their own 
investigation and analysis of such information before taking or omitting to take any action in relation to securities 
or markets that are analyzed in this document. The document alone is not intended to form the basis for an 
investment decision, or to replace any due diligence or analytical work required by you in making an investment 
decision. 
  
This document was prepared by National Bank Financial Inc. (NBF), a Canadian investment dealer, a dealer 
member of IIROC and an indirect wholly owned subsidiary of National Bank of Canada. National Bank of 
Canada is a public company listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange. 
  
NBF is a member of the Canadian Investor Protection Fund. 
  
 
For NBF Disclosures, please visit URL:http://www.nbin.ca/contactus/disclosures.html 
 
 
Click on the following link to see National Bank Financial Markets Statement of Policies: 
http://nbfm.ca/en/statement-of-policies 
 
  
© 2022 National Bank Financial Inc. All rights reserved. Any reproduction, in whole or in part, is strictly 
prohibited without the prior written consent of National Bank Financial Inc. ® The NATIONAL BANK FINANCIAL 
MARKETS and N logos are registered trademarks of National Bank of Canada used under license by authorized 
third parties. 

http://www.nbin.ca/contactus/disclosures.html
http://nbfm.ca/en/statement-of-policies
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